Spelling Self-Correction with Verbal Cues: Student Reminder Checklist

After finishing my spelling pre-test, did I:

☐ Use the spelling flash-cards to check my work, checking off each of my words that I spelled correctly?

For each word I marked as INCORRECT, did I:

☐ STEP 1: Study and say the name of the correct word as it appeared on the flash-card?

☐ STEP 2: Circle with colored pen those letters in my error word that were incorrect?

☐ STEP 3: Turn the flash-card over to hide the correct word?

☐ STEP 4: Copy the correct word from memory into the first of the two 'Student Self-Correction' blanks provided?

☐ STEP 5: Compare my word just copied from memory to the word on the flash-card to make sure that my answer was correct?

☐ STEP 6: Circle with colored pen those letters within my correctly written word that were originally wrong but now have been fixed?

☐ STEP 7: Look at the letters circled in colored pen both in my error word and in my corrected spelling of the same word and told myself, "This is the part of the word that I need to remember"?

☐ STEP 8: Repeat steps 1-7 above, using the second of the two 'Student Self-Correction' blanks provided?